An optimization algorithm of dose distribution using attraction-repulsion model (application to low-dose-rate interstitial brachytherapy).
To optimize dose distribution for prostate cancer in low-dose-rate interstitial brachytherapy, we have developed a new algorithm named the Attraction-Repulsion Model. The purpose was to find the optimal source configuration. The Attraction-Repulsion Model is used to optimize the dose distribution by finding the best seed configuration. We arranged grids at intervals of a certain space inside and established target and critical organs as areas of interest. We can make an attribute for grids, and the grids show attraction or repulsion depending on dose delivered from source. Source position is changed by the forces that the grids impose to the sources. A calculation was done repeatedly until the attraction and repulsion forces reached a balance. The optimal configuration was established when the sources reached a stable distribution in time. To evaluate the optimization plan, dose-volume histograms were used. Source configuration can be optimized automatically. The calculation time was approximately 5 min. The V100, V150, V200, and D90 of the target were 95%, 39%, 9%, and 157 Gy, respectively. V150 of the urethra and V80 of the rectum were 2% and 0%, respectively. This method can optimize the dose distribution objectively.